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College Set For All-Out
Drive For Funds In Nov.
Students Urged To Throw
Full Support Behind Campaign
Monahan Is Named
General Chairman
Of Project
"A greater Providence College for
a greater community" is the theme
for the first all-out drive for funds
in the past thirty-five years in the
history' of the college The drive,
which was publicly authorized at
Commencement exercises in June, by
His Excellency Russell J. McVinney.
Bishop of Providence, will extend
from November 21 to December 5.
General Chairman of the drive is
Thomas A. Monahan. class of '28.
Executive Director of the Rhode Island Development Council
Father
Charles McKenna, O.P., is director
and Paul Connelly, alumni secretary,
is executive director.
The aim of the drive is to help
Providence College meet the demands
of the community; demands which
are extremely prevalent today and
which will be even more prevalent in
the next five years.
Students to Double in Five Years
Statistics of current secondary
school enrollment indicate that within
five years the college will be called
upon to provide educational advantages for double the present number
of students. There will necessarily
have to be an increase in the faculty
and if recognized educational standards are to be preserved and improved, if professors thoroughly
trained in their field are to become
a part of our teaching staff, then the
benefits to faculty members must be
strengthened and expanded. This onrush of students will also require an
enhanced curriculum with a continuation of the traditional academic excellence that has prevailed on our
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)

Powers And Renzi
Named Editors
Several new appointments were
made to the Cowl staff at a meeting
held recently in the Donnelly Hall
office. Appointed to the position of
sports editor was Paul Powers, 36
Powers served as assistant sports
editor under Robert Melucci, who resigned last week. Melucci, however,
will continue to write his column,
the "Scoreboard." Powers has been
a member of the Cowl staff for two
years, and has been an active participant in intramural sports. He is a
graduate of St. Raphael Academy,
Pawtucket, and is an English major
He expressed his sincere thanks to
Melucci for the excellent job he did
as sports editor, and urged all interested freshmen and sophomores
to come out for the sports department
of the Cowl.
Named to the second top position
of associate editor of the Cowl was
(Continued on Page 6, Col. S)

B V C Schedules
October Dance
In accordance with its claim as to
being "the most active regional club
on the campus", the Blackstonc Valley Club initiated its 1954-55 proceedings with a meeting last night at the
Oak Hill Tennis Club.
Tenative plans were discussed for
a dance to be held on October 8, but
complete details will be revealed at
a later date. Further consideration
will be given to the present idea of
presenting a gift to the Providence
College gymnasium, now in the
process of construction.

Fr. Slavin Celebrates
Mass Of Holy Ghost
On Monday morning at nine o'clock, The school accepts every progress
the school year was officially opened in the arts and sciences as she acwith the Mass of the Holy Ghost at cepts such progress as an unfolding
the War Memorial Grotto of Our of the wisdom of God. "For," Father
Lady of the Rosary. The Very Rev- Slavin said, "if Providence College
erend Robert J. Slavin, O.P., cele- will fulfill her mission, she must debrated the Mass, in the absence of velop the natural faculties of her stuBishop McVinney. The student body dents, promote sound habits of in(about 1400) and the faculty were dustry in relation to scientific invesin attendance.
tigation and instill a spirit of philoIn his sermon after the Mass, Fa- sophical and theological contemplather Slavin stressed that unless we tion that will aid our students not
acknowledge our dependence upon only to live in the world of time but
God, we will think ourselves self-suf- also in the world of eternity."
ficient and with our work will deify Father Slavin ended his speech by
man rather than glorify God, which telling the students that their work
should be done.
and study will reflect the true spirit
Father Slavin gave credit and of "Alma Mater, the Mother of
thanks to the Faculty, both religious Truth."
and lay, for their immeasurable con- Because Bishop McVinney is in
tribution to the intellectual advancements of the students. He then point- Rome at present, Father Slavin exed out how the Dominican Order has tended on behalf of His Excellency,
fulfilled her role as a champion of the episcopal blessing, and also extruth. "The Order," said Father pressed the Bishop's regrets that he
Slavin, "has held aloft the flame of could not personally officiate at the
the light of divine truth which has
guided men in their search for knowl- Mass this year.
edge while protecting them from er- The Providence College Glee Club,
ror in science, both human and di- under the direction of Rev. Leo S.
vine,"
i Cannon, O.P., sang at the Mass.

Permission Granted
For First Friday
Afternoon Mass
Friday of this week is the first
Friday of the month. Confessions
will be heard on Thursday from 11:30
until 1:00 o'clock and again on
Friday at the same time.
In order to make it easy for everyone to approach the sacraments on
first Fridays, the Most Reverend
Bishop has granted permission for
an afternoon Mass at which all may
receive Holy Communion.
The conditions for Receiving Holy
Communion at the afternoon Mass
are:
(1) To be in the state of grace
(2) To abstain from all food and
drink—water excepted—for at least
three hours before the beginning of
Mass.
This is a wonderful privilege and
it is hoped that e v e r y o n e on the
campus will take advantage of it.
Previously, it may have been quite
difficult for some individuals to receive Holy Communion on the first
Fridays because of distance and the
hardship of fasting. Now there is no
excuse. It is possible to have breakfast and luncheon and still receive
Holy Communion at the 4:45 p.m.
Mass.
During the months of October and
November, this afternoon Mass will
be held at the Grotto—weather permitting—otherwise, it will be said
in the Student's Chapel Aquinas Hall.

Rene Fortin, of the class of 1955, A s s i s t a n t Editor-in-Chief—Bill
has been appointed Editor-in-Chief Fleck
of the Veritas. Fortin is an alumnus Art Ed itor-—Steve O'Neill
of Mt Saint Charles Academy, Woon- Phonography Editors—Paul Patrick
socket. R. I., where he was co-editor and Bernie Fortine
of his school paper and yearbook, the Editorial loaril.
Excelsior.
Bill Rizzin: -Students
Gene Voll—Activities
Fortin has also received similar
Dick Burke and Bernie Dandley
distinguished honors in P C as he is
—Sports
a member of the Cadet Officers Honor Club; the Delta Epsilon Sigma: Business Manager—Ralph Gentile
Catholic Honor Society; editor of the Asst. Business Managers — Ralph
Alembic, and former member of the Coppa and Pete Filpi
Student Congress.
The staff of the Veritas is not yet
complete, and the editors would apPositions which were announced ! preciate
it if anyone with artistic or
for immediate publication by the ed- wi ting ability would come out for
itor and moderator were as follows: ! the staff.

Several Faculty
Changes Announced
By Administration

Extension School Enrolls
Over Four Hundred

RFNE FORTIN

Fortin Appointed
Yearbook Editor

cause of the great number this course
will change from Harkins Hall, Room
214, to Albertus Magnus, i.oom 100.
Three new courses are being offered in the ! 954 fall term. One in the
Theology program which is Mariology (a study of the Dogma of Faith
pertaining to the Mother of God).
The course in Mariology is conducted
by Rev. Thomas H. McBrien. O P.
The other two new courses are in
the Teacher Training program. One
being Teaching Rhode Island History
Law-Grad Exams
conducted by Rev. Joseph Bergkamp,
O.P.; and the other, conducted byDates Announced
Rev. John Brackett, O.P.
Word has been received from The In the foreign language program,
Educational Testing Service, Prince- Elementary French, German, Spanish
ton, N. J., that The Law School Ad- and Italian, along with Conversational
mission Test required of applicants Gaelic with Mr. Nugent, are offered
for a number of leading American! After a year's absence Mr Paul V.
law schools, will be given at more Thomson returns to the Adult School
than 100 centers throughout the U. S., in the teacher training program. He
on the mornings of November 13, will conduct Teaching Poetry of the
1954, February 19, April 23 and Romantic Period. Also offered in the
teacher training program are courses
August 6, 1955.
in Tests and Measurements, ContemA candidate must make separate porary Philosophies of Education,
application for admission to each law and Teaching Social Studies.
school of his choice and should inOther courses in Adult School inquire of each whether it wishes him clude
Art Appreciation and Painting
to take the Law School Admission with Rev.
Edward Hunt, O.P., OrTest and when.
ganic Chemistry, Mr. Hanley, Land of
Word has also been received of the English Literature with Rev. Dennis
time of Graduate Record Examina- McCarthy, Apologetics with Rev.
tions, required of applicants for ad- Stephen Skalko, O.P., and many
mission to a number of graduate other courses both in Arts and
NOTICE
Sciences.
There will be a very important schools.
This fall, candidates may take the All courses begin at 7:30 p.m., one
meeting of the entire Cowl staff
at 12:30 today. All Freshman are exam on Saturday, November 20. In night a week with the exception of
1955, the dates are January 27, April three courses in the Teacher Training
invited to attend this meeting.
program which begin at 4:15 p.m.
30, and July 9.

The following members of the
Providence College Faculty have
left, to teach at other institutions;
while the later group has arrived to
help fill their vacancies, it was announced by the Administration today.
Rev. Coleman B. Morrison to
Blessed Martin de Porres Mission.
Columbia, South Carolina
Rev. Florent Martin to Aquinas
College High School, Columbus, Ohio.
Rev. Edward P. Doyle to Seton Hill
College, Greensburg, Penna.
Rev. Joseph J. Jurasko to St.
Stephen's Priory, Dover, Mass.
Rev. John A. Fallon to St. Andrew's Parish, Cincinnati, Ohio. To
teach at Mercy Academy.
Rev. John J. Conroy to St. Peter's
Parish, Memphis, Tennessee. To teach
at Sienna College.
Rev. Edward A. Vitie from St.
Mary's Dominican College, New Orleans, Louisiana, Theology.
Rev. Joseph L. Lennon from the
University of Notre Dame, Notre
Dame, Indiana, Education.
Rev. Ralph V. Townsend from the
Dominican House of Studies, Washington, D.C., Physics.

The Extention School opened Septemper 27 with more than 400 persons enrolled. One hundred and five
persons have enrolled in Theology
for the Layman, conducted by Rev.
Edward Putz. O P. This course will
begin a four-year cycle of the Doctrine of St. Thomas Aquinas as contained in the Sumtna Thoologica. Be-
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New Faces

In keeping up with the trend for new and
different things, the Cowl has undergone a
slight change; not in its manner of thinking,
but in its appearance. After years of violent
complaining we have been instrumental in
"forcing" our printers to acquire a new form
of type.
The new type, 8 pt. corona, is of a sharper,
cleaner appearance than our old form of type.
We hope you, our readers, enjoy the change.
We, who must proofread, assuredly do. So, to
the Providence Visitor, our printers and cohorts, we say "thank you."

They're On Again

By the time this literary gem reaches
your anxious hands, election campaigns will
be underway for the three upper classes. You
will hear practically the same promises that
have been uttered through these hallowed
halls for the past few decades. And like others
before you you will have to judge for yourself whether these promises are shallow, or
whether they constitute the sincere intentions of the campaigner.
We on the Cowl staff would not presume
to tell you how to cast your ballot, outside of
asking you to be sure to cast it, and cast it
in an intelligent manner. Campaigns should
be nothing new to you. They are often filled
with little white lies which sometimes have
the tendencies to spread out into weird proportions. It is left in your hands to judge how
serious various charges are, and there will be
many of them.
And remember.
You are the controlling power.
You are the all important vote at the polls.
You are responsible for the actions of the
men elected, just as they are responsible to
you. So, take your time. Make no rash promises, promises which you may regret come
election day. Look over the field of candidates
carefully. Then make your choice.
By the way, have YOU thought of running for an office?

Proud Handshake

No initial issue of the Cowl would be complete, without the traditional welcome hand
extended to greet the Freshman Class, and
it is indeed a very warm handshake which
greets the Class of 1958. In the few short
weeks that you have been here, you have
shown definite promise of being the class
worth watching, the class to follow.
Your enthusiasm and friendliness were
very evident to everyone connected with
Freshman Week; your determination to learn
the Alma Mater, the proud way in which you
wore your Providence College beanie, your all
out attendance at the dance and to some extent at the picnic, were something to behold
in awe.
This was not traditional manner for Freshman to behave. You were supposed to be
stumbling, whimpering children, but instead
your were determined young men, Providence
College men.
We only hope that it will last throughout
your four years here at Providence College.

Wedge Seen In U. S.-Britain
Relations Over Formosa
By Martin Crowley
About one month ago, Red China's Chou
En-Lai deviated from his unnatural role of
a peaceful loving citizen, to a more natural
role of oppressor. In a saber rattling declaration, he loudly proclaimed, "It is imperative
that the Peoples' Republic liberate Taiwan
(Formosa)." To back up Chou's threat, Red
artillery opened up on Quemoy, a Nationalist
stronghold just off the mainland. The Nationalists quickly retaliated with their own
artillery and sent air sweeps over the adjacent
mainland. And so after a few short months
of uneasy peace, the Asian cold war became
hot again.
Quemoy, the island over which all the fuss
is being made, lies six miles from the mainland. It, along with three other Nationalist
held islands, Tatan, Erhtan and little Quemoy,
bottle up the big Red port of Amoy; the only
nearby port the Commies have with the facilities to mount an invasion of Formosa. If
Chou's legions plan an invasion of Formosa,
the first order of business will be the subjugation of Quemoy and its sister islands.
That is the reason for all the shooting in the
vicinity of Amoy.
Red's Want Formosa
Since the day in 1949 when Chiang Kaishek took his defeated army across the Straits
of Formosa, the island has been a major
United States problem. After Chiang's disastrous flight, U. S. policy changed from one
of "hands off" to one of "all out help." In
1950, the 7th Fleet was ordered to protect
the island and shortly after we began to ship
arms and technicians to Chiang's island fortress. From 1951 till early this year, the Formosan problem took a back seat in Asian affairs. The Reds were too busy in Korea and
Indo China to pay much attention to Chiang,
but now that peace of sorts has settled over
these countries the Communists have turned
their attention to Formosa. The Reds will
never feel secure as long as Chiang holds out
on their flank with a sizeable force. Formosa
makes Communist propaganda look rather
silly; to their million of enslaved people, the
Reds loudly proclaim that Chaing is a defeated general with no following; but yet he
has bottled up Amoy, and he persists in
harrassing the coast. This costs the Communists loss of "face", an important factor in
the Far East. Last, but not least, is the fact
that loss of Formosa would put a damper on
U. S. foreign policy.
Invasion Not Imminent
I doubt if the Reds plan to launch an all
out invasion of the island at this time. Their
probings were for the purpose of seeing just
what the United States would do. The more
likely possibility, is that now Chou will use
Formosa to drive a wedge between the U. S.
and Britain, with an eye to invasion in the
future. Formosa is strictly a United States
problem, but with important international repercussions.
The present situation in Formosa is that
it can turn into one of the Communists' biggest and best weapons in trying to divide the
United States and Great Britain. If the Reds
can convince England that World War III is
just over the horizon, the anxious Britons will
attempt to coerce us into abandoning Chiang,
in order to preserve the "peace." If we stand
firm and resist our ally, Chou will have the
satisfaction of further straining the already
strained London-Washington relations. If we
give in to the pressure of our erstwhile ally,
we stand in danger of losing Formosa without firing a shot.
No matter which way you look at it, we
are faced with a touchy problem of a general,
an army, and an island which we can illafford to lose. Formosa is one of the free
world's Far East bastions which can not be
given up to Communists no matter what
"concessions" they agree to. It can and should
be held at all costs.

T h e Baron's B e a t

The Baron Returns; Gives
Lecture On "Music 4444

99

By Frank Barone
After a partial survival of certain color expected with a road company.
summer-time commitments this in- If the musical production of Okladividual is prepared to hit off an- homa can withstand the passiveness
other "gig" in the pursuit and of the Providence theater audiences
survival of the finer and more cul- and live up to the preformance of
tural advance made in the sphere their predecessors much can be exof modern music of the present day. pected of future presentations which
The focal point of this off ort will may decide to give the meek and
be centered around the past, pre- thoroughly sick theater group of
sent and future happenings of the Providence another opportunity to
new sounds. Contrary to previous show their gratitude and appreciacolumns a slight deviation will be in tion with reasonable attendances at
effect. This series of columns will future productions.
have as a crux the commercial pro"Crazy Man Crazy"
gress of modern music as opposed to As might be expected of thisthe progressive trend which has been mixed-up throng you will very probhaving a very difficult time sur- ably find the majority of them
viving. The reason being the very smashing there way to North Main
common and passive community of St., and charging the R. I. Audiso-called music lovers and firms ad- torium next month to try to get the
vocators of the continual progress and best seats regardless of price to see
possible revolution in the potential the likes of the one called Liberace
eventualities of modern musical who will very likely break all atsounds.
tendances which were previously held
by such greats as the R. I. Reds and
"From The Magic Number"
This past summer saw a deluge of maybe Stan Kenton,etc. To match
"frogs" numbering in fours and try- these artists against such men as
ing very hard to stampede into the Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerspot-light of the entertainment world. stein, II, who have produced the
I am referring, of course , t o such greatest music il productions, is a
melodious combinations as the Crew task which cannot be mastered and
Cuts, The Four Tunes, The Voice of to explain why the Auditorium will
Three, The Four Lads, The Four be packed to the rafters next week;
Freshman, The Gaylords and loads while the audience at the Metropoliof hopsful who falsely believe that tan was drastically skimpy is futile.
they can combine four voices with Therefore to relieve the present conseparate parts and learn a special flict in the taste of Providence audiarrangement. Following they think ences I would propose to those readthey will be able to capture the ing this group of selected words to.
popularity and security already estab- gain entrance to the Liberace show
lished and standardized by such vocal and then try to get tickets to
monopolies as The Four Aces, The the production of Oklahoma which
Modernaires, The Mills Bros., The shouldn't be too difficult, and:
Ames Bros., The Ink Spots and The then compare because comparison
Pied Pipers to name a few of the proves . . .
past and present greats in multivoice harmony.
Quality Against Quantity
oCetteri
to the
or
The corner of the music world Dear Editor:
marked "Progressive" has been en- Ahh—to be back on the beautiful
lightened by the sounds of such P.C. campus. As I walked down
creative genius as Dave Brubeck, Sophomore walk last week—thrownPaul Desmond, Oscar Peterson, ing my chest out an inhaling the inJohnny Smith and Chet Baker. These vigorating Smith Hill air—I couldn't
men have as their primary goal the help thinking what an inspiring sight
complete revolution of modern the campus is on a sunny fall day.
sounds. Their purpose is real but Of course, it was raining and the
their progress may be halted at any temperature was in the low 50's but
moment because they constitute a I set my fertile immagination to
sad minority bucking the always work—disregarding the elements—
popular and common commercial and in a few seconds I was believing
crop.
that I was standing on top of HarTo break away from the lighter side kins Hall with the sun beaming down
we rightfully should take a brief on my head—reflecting a little off
look at the legitimate theater as it the bald spot just aside of my right
is effecting the local populus. A ear. But it didn't matter, I was back
very famous quote goes something to college. Back to gain more knowllike this, "The worst two weeks of edge through a process of osmosis—
the theater are opening week and | or whatever it is they call method
Providence." I am referring to the of pounding knowledge into our hard
reception that was given to the tra- heads. Once again I'll be able to
veling company of South Pacific pick up the rag on Wednesday afterwhich closed here last Sunday. At noons. And while on the subject—I
one time the city of Providence was wish to congratulate the editors for
the center of the theater but through using the finest grade of paper. Durthe years it has gained the reputation ing my tenure in the six high schools
of being one of the poorest spots for I attended I've never run across a
touring theater companies.
paper that stands up as well in rainy
In itself the musical extravaganza weather, fog, hurricanes, typhoons
was put on with great polish and and wind storms. Not once have my
flavor. The production number were books ever gotten wet. Ahh—to be
John Partridge
presented with all the fullness and back again.

Joseph Reilly Receives
Top ROTC Position

By John F. Valva
One of the busiest men on the
campus this year will be Joseph T.
Reilly, newly-appointed Cadet Colonel
of the R.O.T.C. program here at
Providence College Reilly, a native
of Providence, Rhode Island, was
graduated from La Salle Academy in
June, 1951. A senior and sociology
major, he entered Providence College
the same year the R.O.T.C. program
was established here at the college,
and has grown up with the Army
while receiving top grades in his
academic work.
Reilly, a tall, business-like person,
was Platoon Sergeant of Company
"L" last year. This he describes as
being "a great help in forming the
characteristics of a leader." During
the summer of 1954, Joe attended
summer camp at Fort Eustis under
the command of Col. R. P. Moss. Al-
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though he attended camp as part of
a Transportation Corps unit, Reilly
believes that the system here at
Providence College (wh-ch class fies
the R.O.T.C. program as general infantry) will "enable future officers to
get a better perspective of Army tactics," and said that he was greatly in
favor of this change. When asked
what he intended to do as Regimental
Commander this year, he answered,
"We intend to use more Juniors and
possibly Sophomores in the lower
command positions." Reilly accepts
the fact that being Cadet Colonel
means the acceptance of many great
responsibilities and presents to him
a challenge which he intends to fulfill to the best of his ability.
Other members of the Regimental
Command are the following: Edmond
De Sandro, Leonard Reilly (no rela-

Drive . . .
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JOSEPH REILLY
tion), Ronald Dubois, and Harold
Higgins.
Besides being a member of the
Cadet Officer's Honor Club, Joe is
also an active participant of the
Providence Club, Alembic, and Delta
Epsilon Sigma. After graduation in
June, he plans to enter the Army and
take a ten-week course for newly
commissioned officers. Following his
discharge from the service, he will
go on to get his Master's degree in
Sociology.
Reilly believes that with the cooperation of every member of the
R.O.T.C., he and his staff can make
this year's Regiment the best in the
history of R.O.T.C. here at Providence
College.

STUDENTS!

Got a Lucky Droodle
in your noodle?
SEND IT IN AND

M A N P L A Y I N G TROMBONE
IN TILKPHONI BOOTH

Want to pick up $25? Make up a Lucky
Droodle and send it in. It's easy.
If you want to find out just how easy it
is, ask Roger Price, creator of DroodJes.
"Very!" Price says. Better yet, do a Droodle
yourself, like the ones shown here.
Droodle anything you like. And send in
as many as you want. If we select yours,
we'll pay $25 for the right to use it, together
with your name, in our advertising. We're
going to print plenty—and lots that we
don't print will earn $25 awards.
Draw your Droodles any size, on any piece
of paper, and send them with your descriptive titles to Lucky Droodle, P. O. Box 67,
New York 46, N. Y. Be sure your name,
address, college and class are included.
While you're droodling, light up a Lucky
—the cigarette that tastes better because
it'8 made of fine tobacco . . . and "It's
Toasted" to taste better.
DROODLES. Copyright. 1*3. by Ro«r Price

SNIP A R R I V I N G T O O L A T I
TO S A V I M O W N I N O

WITCH

FLASH!

NFCCS Congress

(Continued from Page 1)
campus Present and future research
in various fields postulate new equip I Held In Chicago
ment and expansion of library* facilities. Moreover, the already crowded The eleventh national congress of
housing conditions on the campus the National Federation of Catholic
College Students was held at the Conwill have to be augmented.
gress Hotel in Chicago from August
Fr. Schnell Student Coordinator 31
to September 5 Preceding this
In the 35 years since our opening, series
meetings was the Second
over 7000 men have graduated from Annual ofModerators'
Conference which
the institution to take their places in was attended by the
Reverend An
the business and social life of the thony A. Jurgelaitis. O.P..
advisor to
community. Many of these men. who the Providence College unit
of the
might never have been able to go on NFCCS. Father Jurgelaitis also
at
for higher education, benefited from tended the meetings of the NFCCS.
the traditional low cost here at the and he was deeply impressed by the
college, and as they benefited so did serious mindedness of the students
their families and the community. and the excellent work that other
The present students will be called men's colleges have been doing The
upon to take an active part in the exchange of ideas which took place
drive. Under the direction of Fr. Leo should be beneficial to our own camSchnell, O.P., coordinator of the stu- pus unit, he said.
dent activities, they will be called Delegates attended this congress
upon to solicit in neighborhood from individual colleges and regions
There were approximately twenty
areas.
delegates from New England. The
If the students, who will work keynote speaker of the congress was
along with 10,000 other workers, are His Excellency John J. Wright, D D
of Worcester. Massachusetts
not enthusiastic supporters, the drive Bishop
In his speech the Bishop asserted
is destined for failure, according to that Catholic intellectuals must be
the directors.
prepared to be heroic in their wit
ness to the truth, even to the point
of martyrdom, adding that our gen
NEW HAVEN CLUB
There will be a meeting of the eration may prove an age of martyr
for Christian intellectuals AnNew Haven Club Thursday evening, dom
other principal address was given by
September 30, at 7:30 p.m. in the His Eminence Samuel C a r d i n a l
lounge of Aquinas Hall. All of last Stritch, D D , Archbishop of Chicago
year's members and freshmen from In a letter to the congress delegates,
Stritch said. "All of us look
New Haven and the surrounding vi- Cardinal
to the students in our Catholic colcinity are invited to attend
leges for outstanding Catholic lead
ership in the tomorrow. They must
therefore think deeply on their responsibility in the work of restoring
all things in Christ."
I Although no delegates from Providence College were present with the
exception of Father Jurgelaitis it is
hoped that we will have student rep
resentation at the next convention,
j he added Nevertheless, as a result
of this congress the Providence Col| lege chapter of the NFCCS will be
participating in more national and
regional events than in the past

Third Order Invites
Students To Join
Plans are under way for an early
meeting of the Third Order of St.
Dominic, the first probably being
held at the beginning of October A
typical meeting is comprised chiefly
of the Rosary, sermon, other prayers,
and Benediction
The Dominican Tertiary program
is a way of life for the layman, a
means of leading a more intense
spiritual life, of taking one's Catholicism more seriously, a help in one's
personal sanctification.
Contrary to a widespread opinion
a Tertiary is not a religious, takes no
vows, is not a monk, commits no sin
if he fails to live up to the Third Order Code; a Tertiary, rather, is one
who undertakes a special program of
prayer and good works, participates
in the spiritual benefits of the large
Dominican family, and finds the Third
Order a very convenient way to heed
Christ's invitation to be perfect

W D 0 M To Feature

"IT'S TOASTED"
to taste

better!

U i m U ' l LEADING UAXUTACTVIU OT OGAIII III

LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN IN COLLEGES!
Newest, biggest survey of smokers in colleges from coast to coast based on
34,440 actual student interviews, shows that students prefer Luckies to all
other brands. Once again, the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.

Music And News

Mr Neil Vegliante, station manager
of WDOM. has announced a tentative
broadcasting schedule which will
start in mid-October
The College radio station, located
in Albertus Magnus Hall, will feature
a season of music, news and educational programs
Among the staff members returning this year are Mr Gerald Terpenning '56, Mr Peter Palmieri, '55. and
Mr Robert Melucci, '55.
Due to lowes sustained by graduation many new positions are open
All freshmen and upper classmen interested in radio work are requested
to see Mr Neil Vegliante in Room
226 of Hark ins Hall
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Random Photos Of Freshman Week

This, in brief and at random, is a pictorial review
of Freshman Week.
From bottom left upward we see the impatient look
of the freshmen awaiting their physicals; the not too

impatient look of freshmen dancing; and the handshake
that ushers in four years in Aquinas Hall.
From center up—"How do you figure these. . .
schedules out"; Hands across the sea in the center; and

Freshman Week Is Hailed
As Huge Success B y All
By Daniel C. Walsh
Freshman Week Activities were
hailed as a great success today by
Paul J. Asciolla, President of the Student Congress. Asciolla told the
COWL that it had proved to be the
finest convocation in recent years.
On Tuesday, several members of
the Student Congress and of the
Friars Club were on hand to welcome
the Freshmen dorm students and
their parents to Providence College
and to guide them around the campus.
Activities began on Wednesday
morning with registration and an
assembly for all Freshmen at which
the new students were welcomed to
the college by Rev. Robert J. Slavin,
O P , President of Providence Col
lege and other members of the Administration. On Wednesday afternoon. President Asciolla addressed
the Freshmen on behalf of the entire
student body and explained to the
Class of 1958, the purposes and functions of Student Government. Wednesday evening saw a new feature
added to Freshman Week—one that
has long been advocated. The Freshmen were taught the Alma Mater
and two other school songs by Mr.
Asciolla; Dan Lynch, President of
the Friars Club, Dave Webster,
Chairman of the Congress Social
Committee; and S. Frank Barone, En.
tertainment Advisor to the Student
Congress.
On Thursday, the Frosh were given
a chance to meet representatives from
the various campus organizations and
to join the clubs of their choice.
Military Day came on Friday as the
ROTC took over the task of acquainting the new class with the Military
Science Department and measuring
the members for their new uniforms.
On Friday evening, over two hundred Freshmen were guests of the
Student Congress at the traditional

dance. Music was supplied by Frankie
Baron and his orchestra and women
were present in the ratio of three to
one! At the dance, the entire class
sang the Alma Mater. An enjoyable
time was had by all.
The picnic on Saturday was poorly
attended as only about 100 Freshmen
were in evidence. Possibly this was
due to the threatening weather in
the morning. However, the skies
cleared and those who did attend
enjoyed an afternoon of games, food,
and fun. Members of the Congress
and the Class Moderator, Father Lennon, O.P., expressed disappointment
over the poor turn out.
In a statement to the COWL, President Asciolla said: "I would like to
take this opportunity to thank all who
helped in any way to make Freshman
Week the success that it was and
especially Father Halton for his fine
cooperation."
On October 22, the Freshmen will
again be guests of the Student Congress at the Liberation Day Dance.
At this time an "Emancipation Proclamation" will be read and the Freshmen will be freed from the duty of
wearing beanies, traditional trademark of Freshmen.

Japanese Student
Enrolls As Frosh
A new person on campus, representing the people of Japan, is Kozo
Tanaka. He arrived here at school
with all the new incoming freshmen,
but unlike the other freshmen, he
was new to this country.
He arrived at Los Angeles in
August. Then, before he started his
way here, he journeyed to various
cities of interest in this country. He
has visited Los Angeles, San Diego,
Denver, Chicago, Washington, D. C.,
and New York.
Kozo, twenty years old, has attended Keio University and majored in
philosophy. One of his extra-curricular interests is philosophical literature. His concentration here, at
P. C., is Sociology. When he finishes
here he plans to return to Japan and
take a post graduate course in philosophy. His choice of profession is to
be a professor of philosophy.
Providence College was recommended to Kozo by Dr. Brendan F.
Brown, a friend of his father and
former Dean of the school of philosophy at the Catholic University of
America. He claims that it was a
good suggestion. He finds all the
students, here at Providence College,
exceptionally congenial.

"What a class to start off with!"
From bottom right up—"Are you sure it's in mambo
beat, Doc?" The upperclassmen show the way; and on
to the woods to end a tremendous week.
— P h o t o s by Bill Fleck.

Fr. Lennon Named Freshman
Advisor; Praises Frosh Spirit
Father Joseph L. Lennon, O.P.,
present Education professor here at
Providence College, has been appointed Freshman Class Faculty
Advisor.
Father Lennon has returned to
Providence College after a sojourn
at South Bend's University of Notre
Dame. Before his stay at South Bend,
Father Lennon was assistant Dean
of Men here. He taught Theology
and Education.
Father Lennon was outwardly overjoyed at the marvellous spirit and
enthusiasm shown by the Class of
1958. He expressed his satisfaction
to the multitude of Freshmen that
attended the Freshman Dance, held
in their honor. But at the same time,
he was disappointed at the turnout
of Freshmen for the class picnic.
Father Lennon knows that the circumstances which led to the poor

attendance at the picnic, can be explained by several factors, especially
the weather! He wishes to remind
those who did not attend, both resident students and commuters, that
an event will take place, unless
otherwise stated. (Ed Note: Father
Lennon's letter to all Freshmen is
still on the official bulletin board and
should be read by all members of the
Freshman Class.)
Foster Social Life
Providence College's aim to train
the whole man intellectually, physically, socially, culturally and morally, was pointed out by Father Lennon
to the Cowl. His aim, as faculty advisor is to foster the social activities
of the class.
"A Providence College man has
always been known for his social
adequacies," Father Lennon said. As
Freshman Class faculty advisor, he
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)

ANDY'S TONSORIAL PARLOR
IT PLEASES US TO PLEASE YOU

WE

HAIR

SPECIALIZE
C R E W CUTS

CI NU T T I N G

A

SPECIALTY
1214 SMITH STREET
NO MATTER W H A T
YOUR N A M E I S , Y O U
VJOUIDN'T NEED 8 ARMS
TO &ET AOJRL, IF
U S E WILDROOT

WILDROOT CREAM-OIL KEEPS HAIR COMBED FROM MORNING TILL NIGHT(tWBrw WITHOUT G R E A S I N E S S
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Harriers Lose To Army;
Run Manhattan Saturday

By Paul Powers
The varsity crosscountry team of
P C. got off to an unsuccessful beginning last Saturday. The Friars
traveled to West Point, where they
were handed a great disappointment,
dropping their first outing 20-39 At
this time last year the Friars beat
West Point in an upset.
Taking the lead at the half waymark, P C 's Rod Boucher ran at this
position until he was overtaken by
Bob Wray of the Kadets in a home
stretch sprint. Except for Boucher,
the remainder of the Friar harriers
were disappointing. Pete Wallach,
who was ailing, ran sixth and may
have run better if in top condition.
Joe Madden and Bernie Dandley of
whom big things were expected, ran
ninth and sixteenth, respectively. As
for the varsity. Coach Harry Coates
was disappointed.
But all was not lost, for the freshman team, with only one man with
previous crosscountry experience,
came through with a victory over the

Plebes 29-30. Bill Hanlon. the onlyyearling with former experience, was
the first man to cross the finish line.
Hanlon was followed by two teammates, Bob Ruggeri and Gerry Corrado to make a clean sweep of the
first three positions.
Jack Welch and Ed Speigal. two
other unexperienced Friars finished
eleventh and twelfth in that order.
The freshman win eased the dismay
of Mr. Coates to a good extent. Harrysaid this race was one for the story
books.
The varsity will be out searching
for their first victory this Saturday
when they journey to New York to
run Manhattan. The Jaspers usually
come up with a fine team and coupled
with the tough Manhattan course, the
search for victory will be a difficult
one for the Friars.
There is a need for freshmen crosscountry runners and anyone interested is asked to come out. Competitors
are also needed in the freshman and
varsity field events.

Intramurals

i FRIAR.

Intramural Sports

$ c o R
[B 0 A R D

To Get Underway
TOUCH FOOTBALL
A call is going out for all interested
in touch football. Mr Louthis. intramural director, says that all entries must be in by Sept. 30th at
the Athletic Office. This will be a
7 man touch football league. Each
team may have 14 players, and a boycan play for only one team. The
league will open the week of October
4th.

By Bob Melncci
This column should rightly con- liams was quitting baseball Deep
tain my predictions of last spring down they knew that the splendid
against the final standings in both splinter had every right to call it
INTRAMl'RAL CROSS COUNTRY leagues,
but it seems that a copy of quits, but they did not want to beAnyone interested in competing in last year's Cowl cannot be located so lieve it. The finest hitter of the decthe Intramural Cross Country meet, we will conveniently leave that issue ade has made it final that he won't
return and gave the same explanawhich will be run about October 20th. and proceed.
is urged to sign with Mr. Louthis. The sport's world was more than tion as the great Joe DiMaggio, if he
surprised at the turn of events couldn't excel then he wouldn't stick
All entries should start training im- mildly
recently took place. 1) Casey around a mere imitation of a once
mediately so they will be in condi- that
Stengel signing a two year contract polished performer. Club owners will
tion for the meet. The course will with the Yankees. 2) Ted Williams cry because a drawing card is lost; the
be one mile and a half. No entry following through on his threat to left field residents will cry because
will be allowed to run unless he is quit the national pastime. 3) The five they have no target to hurl their cattime World Champions being de- calls and profanity; Gus Fan will cry
able to cover the course.
throned even though they won 103 because he can no longer watch
games, more wins than in the last symmetry in action.
They Finally Broke Up the Yankees
five years.
HOCKEY NOTICE
Giants
Or
Indians?
The Cleveland Indians had to break
Coach Dick Rondeau requests
Why Didn't Casey Retire?
a
to cop the pennant because
that all candidates for varsity
The reason given for the old gent therecord
Bombers finished with their
hockey report to Room 215 of
returning was that he couldn't let bestBronx
won-lost record in many a year.
Harkins Hall on Friday afternoon,
I those that had criticised his mana- The race
fairly mild in compariOctober 1, at 3 o'clock. Candidates
gerial success and said it was luck, son to thewastooth
for the Freshman hockey team
think he could leave because he lost. of previous years.andOnlynailin struggles
are asked to report at the same
Most of those persons who had known did the Champs threaten to August
move
place at 4:00 p.m. on the same GIANTS—JOE REILLY
the witty manager when he couldn't but our neighbors from beantown
INDIANS—Robert
O'Connell
day.
.
buy
a
pennant,
attributed
his
success
As
the
annual
baseball
classic
Come World Series time and more
them off. On paper it ihould
either guardian angels or a proved cooled
arguments take place, more enemies draws near it seems safe to predict to
have been six straight but pennants
farm
system
under
general
manager
that
the
1954
World
Series
will
bring
are made and more lures are
won on paper The Indians won
Weiss' capable hands. They aren't
threatened than in any time of poli- together two teams that are most Georgefinally
the breaks a winner must have.
convinced when Stengel with
tical crises. Therefore I warily enter evenly matched. Due to this most were
Everyone
breathed a sigh of relief
what Joe McCarthy and John Mc- as drastic steps
into this task of picking a winner fans seem to agree that the series j did
would definitely have
Graw
failed
to
do—win
five
straight
because I will have to answer to will go right iown to seven games | world thrones. It doesn't appear to be to be taken if they didn t Excluding
1954
those who disagree with me. I am with the team that makes the least either that he signed again because the fact thai the Yankees always faced
Varsity
particularly worried because I seem number of vital mistakes coming of the loser tag or that he needed the the best, the only sour note to the
Oct. 2—Manhattan College
to be choosing the underdog. Out of out on top.
campaign was the inability of our
New York, N. Y. 5 or 6 people I have talked to to- However this writer favors the | money Neither reason seems log- little leaguers from up blue blood way
ical.
5—Boston Univ. - Harvard
day I stand in my choice.
to turn anything but stiff when the
Cleveland Indians primarily on the
Univ.
Boston, Mass. Now I will tell you that I think supposition that the Tribe has a Baseball is Casey's life. The roar of tribe was on the war path.
15—Rhode Island Univ.
that the New York Giants will be the superior pitching staff. It is most (a crowd or a host of sport's writers
Giants In Seven!
Kingston, R. I. World Champions of 1954 although evident that the Indians have su- shooting questions means more to him
than
a
new
oil
well
or
lounging
on
perior
quantity
as
well
as
quality.
20—Holy Cross College
it may take them 7 games to do it.
beach. The reason for his
Providence, R. I. While Cleveland's pitching has been In the depth department the Tribe anotFlorida
retiring is the same for successful
came
up
with
an
outstanding
staff
29—Boston University
a manager's dream with Lemon,
year. It was perhaps due to this businessmen when they are supposed
Providence, R. I. Wynn, and Garcia warming A1 Lopez's this
factor
that the Indians re-wrote the to be out to pasture. They can't stop
heart, and their big bats have really record book
Nov 1—Brown University
by winning 3 games while doing something which has been the
Providence, R. I. done some booming, I say that the at the same time dethroning the big part of their life for so many The Spike Shoe Club of Providence
Giants have a steadier more depend- high-flying Yankees.
years. They would be useless if they College announces that its first social
8—New Englands
club, with much more hustle.
didn't continue in some way. Casey is
of the year is scheduled for the
Boston, Mass. able
The splendid work of reliever Don continuing all the way, because he event
After
all
hustle
and
dependable
end of October. All are cordially in15—1. C. A. A. A. A.
clutch play are the things that Mossi and Ray Narleski took the cannot stand the idea of his name vited to attend its October dance.
New York, N. Y. win World Series. The Giants with pressure off the big men. The three not being linked to crazy strategy
22—N. C. A. A.
their colorful peppery manager have are starters, Bob Lemon, Mike Gar- or the end of stories told in his own The Spike Shoe Club, which is dedicated to the promoting of interest in
East Lansing, Mich. proved all along that they are clutch cia, and Early Wynn, were also aided inimitable English.
Freshman
players. Durocher has said that, that tremendously by Bobby Feller who Baseball to Miss Ted—Vice Versa the school track team, is open to all
is his team's biggest asset, and it is defied old man time and made an Sports fans, writers, close friends students. All are invited to attend the
Oct. 5—Boston Univ. - Harvard
comeback. Then too, Art
Univ.
Boston, Mass. evident when you look at the sea- outstanding
put any credence in the an- club's meeting and are asked to
son's records. Cleveland was never Houtterman and Hal Newhouser left wouldn't
15—Rhode Island Univ.
little to be desired and will figure nouncement at the beginning of this watch the bulletin board for the first
seriously
threatened
in
the
late
Kingston, R. I. stage while New York felt the hot prominently in the forth coming season to the statement that Ted Wil- meeting.
20—Holy Cross College
of Brooklyn and Milwaukee on clash.
Providence, R. I. breath
their
necks
all year. In fact, the The Giants definitely have not the
29—Boston University
pulled up to within a half same depth in the mound department.
L
Providence, R. I. Dodgers
game of the Giants twice during the If the series goes right down to the
Nov 1—Brown University
month only to have the Giants wire the depth factor will become of
Providence, R. L last
pull together and win those important utmost importance.
8—New Englands
and hold that lead. That's the Bob Lemon, Garcia, and Wynn will
Boston, Mass. games
kind of team that will win a World be able to catch more rest than will
15—1. C. A. A. A. A.
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 4)
Antonelli or Gomez who have acNew York, N. Y.
tually been the backbone of the Polo
Grounds.
•to
It must be admitted that the Giants
1
<
passes a superior fielding team. However such men as Larry Doby, A1
Smith. Wally Westlake, and Dave
Philley are capable, efficient gar»
deners.
So, summing it up, while the Giants
in the beautiful
might be conceded a slight advantage
in the fielding department the deep
and superior pitching skill of the
Indians should offset this and make
it a truely outstanding aeries.

Scribes Agree Series Winner
Will Be Extended Seven Games

Schedule
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Trackmen Plan
Social Event
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Dinner and Dancing
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Wednesday and Saturday Evening*
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PHARMACY
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TWO REGISTERED PHARMACISTS
ON DUTY
ALBERT F. LILLA. B A Ph-G, Prop.
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RHODE ISLAND'S LARGEST STORE
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Senior ROTC Students Display
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Shop
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Giants . . .

sidered The two dependable catchers, Westrum and Hegan have little
separating them in ability and are
an asset to any team.
All things considered and with due
apologies to my former friends who
like Cleveland (we are enemies only
for a week, I assure you) I proceed
to predict the victory of the New
York Giants over the Cleveland Indians in 7 games for the 1954 World
Championship of baseball.

(Continued from Page 5)
Series where it's pressure all the way.
Now let's compare the players on
—
team. We have mentioned the
The first meeting of the Liturgy j each
of Cleveland's pitching but
Club will be held next Tuesday eve-1 strength
John Fanfone was supply sergeant ning at 7:30 p.m. in Harkins Hall. can we disregard John Antonelli's
or Reuben Gomez or
for the latter company.
Joseph Salvatore, club president, will 21-7 record
Sal Maglie, as winning pitchOther ROTC staff members from outline the theme for this year which veteran
Providence College at camp were Ma- j is "Saint Pius X and the Liturgical i ers who have throttled many a big
jor Robert Nugent, executive officer | Movement." He also will explain the bat. Although Cleveland's infield
of "E" company, Sergeant Oliver Al- various regional activities of the club. may have an edge in the power
department over New York's—and
len, sergeant major of the camp, SerLiturgy Club will meet on the very slight at that—I think you'll
geant George Lawson, platoon leader firstTheTuesday
and
third
Thursday
of
agree that Williams, Dark, Lockman
of "M" company, Sergeant Howard
from Page 1)
and Thompson have more defensive James (Continued
Lawson, s-1, and Sergeant Stanley Rut- every month.
Renzi, '56. Renzi has been
koski, s-3.
Anyone interested in joining this j ability and speed. In the outfield a Cowl member for three years. He
organization is urged to come. | the Giants have the bright star of is presently president of the Pyramid
One of the cadets, in summing up activemembers
of the Freshman class ! both major leagues in "Say hey" Players, a member of the Liturgy
said, "From the day of our arrival The
especially urged to attend. John j Willie Mays. He has earned more Club, and several other organizations.
to the day of our departure, I found are
'58, has been appointed vice- jj headlines than President Eisenhower He is a graduate of Pittsfield high in
that our six weeks' training was with Garrity,
pro tem, of the club until with his outstanding hitting and great Pittsfield, Mass.
instruction, enthusiasm and entertain- president,
play in the field. Don Mueller who Also raised to the category of
ment. I consider our summer en- January.
finished second ft) Mays in hitting
was Martin Crowley, who was
campment as most successful, educaand Monte Irvin make up a stronger editor
Political editor. Several other
tional, informative and enjoyable."
outfield than Cleveland's Doby, Smith named
appointments are planned before the
and Philley when all things are con- staff
changes sometime in January.
AREA CLUBS MEET
from Page 4)
The Cranston Club invites all resi- shall (Continued
strive
to
develop
the
social
dents of the Cranston area to its first graces of his charges. To foster such
meeting on Thursday evening, Octospirit, he suggests the following
ber 7, at 8 o'clock. The meeting will aplan:
that every Freshman engage in
be held in the basement of the Gar- at least
two extra-curricular actividen City Plat Office opposite the At- ties, no more.
lantic Gas Station in Garden City.
9 0 4 SMITH STREET AT RIVER AVE.
He cited the importance of extraAll residents of the Providence curricular experience in the business
YOUR CAMPUS BARBER SAYS,
area are invited to attend the first world and urged all Freshman, esmeeting of the Providence Club which pecially the commuters in the class
" I T PAYS TO LOOK WELL."
will be held at the Bouffard Council to support all class functions. By
CLOSED MONDAYS
HOURS 8 A. M. - 6 P. M.
Hall on Mineral Spring Avenue on doing this, he said, the class is united
strengthened, thereby fostering
Thursday evening, October 7, at 8:00 and
2 - BARBERS - 2
an overall, Providence College spirit.
P.M.
Paul J. Asciolla ^ w w w w w w w w w w v w w w w w x w w w w x x x x w w w x ^

High Caliber At Summer Camp

By Bill Rizzini
Fifty-five seniors enrolled in the
advanced corps of the R.O.T.C. successfully completed six weeks of field
training at the Transportation Corps
Summer Corps at Fort Eustis, Virginia. Several others attended Summer Camp at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, Fort Sill, Oaklahoma and Fort
Knox, Kentucky.
While at these camps the Providence College Cadets continued in
their high standards of both personal
and group accomplishments. Colonel
Roy P. Moss, P. M. S. and T. of
Providence College, was camp commander at Fort Eustis for the six
week training period lasting from
June 19 to July 30. During this time
the barracks occupied by Providence
cadets were adjudged the best barracks five times and alternate best
barracks four times.
One of the cadets, Joseph Reilly,
of Providence, was ranked among the
top 24 cadets out of 1200 in the
camp.
While there, the cadets received
both infantry and transportation
training, the latter included highway,
amphibious, railway and helicopter
operations.
Part of their training included a
six day bivouac session at Camp A. U.
Hill, Virginia. There the cadets underwent a first hand experience of
a tactical situation which consisted of
heavy weapons demonstrations, combat operations, camouflage and even
the digging of fox holes.
During a four day session at Fort
Story, Virginia, the cadets participated in various phases of amphibious
operations. Highlights of their stay
there was a day-long logistical support problem which was run entirely
by the cadets themselves. They drove
trucks, unloaded and loaded cargo
from ship to shore, and occupied
positions of key personnel in this
operation.
All of the cadets had a chance to
display their ability as leaders of
the drill field. The positions of cadet
officers were rotated so that each
cadet was in a commanding position
at least once.
Most of the time the weather was
very hot, but the cadets took it in
their stride. All was not work at
camp, however, several cadets took
part in the various recreational facilities which were offered at camp. One
of them, Jerry Romberg, made the
cadet baseball team.
Under the tutelage of Col Moss, the
cadets had their own "Cadet Club"
this year. It was complete with all
facilities for a very enjoyable time.
The Providence College cadets
made up the second platoon of " F "
company at Fort Eustis, and five cadets were members of the first platoon of the same company. Captain
Rusk Henry was the second platoon
leader and Sergeant Le Claire Sloan
was the second platoon sergeant. Major William Hessler was executive officer of " F " Company and Sergeant

Liturgians To
Outline Theme
°utline Theme

Staff. . .

Fr. Lennon . . .

^ m

BARBER SHOP

COMO AND HOGAN

Perry Como, top TV and recording star, and
Ben Hogan—only active golfer to win 4 national
championships, enjoy a Chesterfield during a
friendly round of golf.

WHAT A BUY - CHESTERFIELD King Size
(at the New Low Price) and Regular
Like Ben and Perry you smoke for relaxation, comfort and
satisfaction. In the whole wide world no cigarette satisfies
like a Chesterfield.
You smoke with the greatest possible pleasure when your
cigarette is Chesterfield—because only Chesterfield has the
right combination of the world's best tobaccos—highest in
quality—low in nicotine.
In short, Chesterfields are best to smoke and best for you.

LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
/

